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By introducing an inner product on the linear space of real valued functions 
on a finite partial order, broad generalizations of Sperner’s lemma are obtained. 
In the special case of a power set, the subspace spanned by the maximal chains 
is characterized. Finally, applications of the general theorem to the theory of 
numbers and to the theory of probability are given without proof. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Rota’s problem [lo] poses the question of to what extent the ideas 
underlying Sperner’s lemma [I l] apply to arbitrary finite partial orders. 
We shall apply some of these ideas to a finite partial order p. Our general 
theorem (Theorem 1) when specialized to a power set yields not only 
Sperner’s lemma and several of its descendants [l, 3, 4, 7, 8, 91, but a 
number of new results as well, including a striking identity (4.2) which 
lays bare the linear nature of the inequalities of [l, 3, 8, 91. It is known 
[I, 31 that no antichain of p can exceed the most populous rank of p in 
cardinality, provided that p satisfies rather strict symmetry conditions. 
On the other hand, there are counterexamples [6] to such a proposition 
for finite partial orders in general. The results of [2, 5, 71 suggest first that 
generalities pertaining to antichains are structural rather than metric, 
and secondly that the orbits of the automorphism group of p play a more 
natural role than do the ranks of p. Our results, though formulated 
metrically, confirm the importance. of the orbits of this group. Our point 
of view is to study the space of real valued functions on p in terms of the 
orthogonal structure defined by an inner product. We find that an 
interesting class of combinatorial theorems are naturally expressed in 
terms of the relation between this orthogonal structure and the maximal 
chains in p. 
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2. NOTATION 
Our object of study is the linear space E of real valued functions on p. 
Each subset of p is represented in E by its characteristic function. Thus, 
a subset q of p is interpreted as the function in E defined by 
if XEq 
otherwise. 
We indicate composition of functions by concatenation, and denote the 
cardinality of an assemblage M by ] M j. 
T denotes a class of automorphisms of p, and G denotes the group 
generated by T. R denotes the class of all orbits of G, and for X in p, 
the orbit containing X is written as [Xl. The action of G on E is defined 
by associativity: for a in E and g in G, ug is the element of E such that 
(ag) X = a(gX) for all X in p. In E, we introduce the inner product 
and note that for a and b in E and for g in G, 
k, b) = (a, k-l). (2.1) 
Denote the class of all maximal chains in p by C, and write a < b 
whenever a and b are elements of E such that (a, c) < (b, c) for all c in C. 
Write a Mb if a<b and b<<a; thus a-b if and only if a-b is 
orthogonal to every c in C. Finally, call a pair of elements of p adjacent 
if one covers the other. 
3. NEAR EICENVECTORS 
A positive valued e in E is called a near eigenvector of the automorphism 
g, if (eX)-l egX = (eY)-l egY whenever X and Y are adjacent elements 
of p such that gX # X and gY # Y. Denoting the class of near eigen- 
vectors of g by K(g), we evidently have 
m) = a-3. (3.1) 
Suitably normalized near eigenvectors satisfy an important inequality 
(Theorem 1). The normalization is given as follows. For positive valued e 
in E and c in C, define fc = f,(e) in E by 
fx= ([Xl,c)x. c 
(WI, 4 
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Note that fc = fcg for all g in G, so that fc depends only on the equivalence 
class of c modulo G. 
THEOREM 1. Let e E K(t) for all t in T, and let a Q 0. Then (a, f,(e)) < 0 
for every c in C. 
The proof is developed in three lemmas. First, for fixed e in K(g) and 
for positive .$ # 1, define the mapping g, of p into p by 
if egX = 5eX 
otherwise. 
LEMMA 1. LeteEK(g)andleta<O. ThenforO <f# l,ag,<O. 
For c in C, write c as c’ + c”, where c’ is the set of those X in c with 
egX = teX, and C” is the complement of c’ in c. Now if X and Y are 
adjacent with X E c’ and YE c”, then gY = Y, since were this not so, 
we should have 
4 = (eX)-l egX = (eY)-l egY # 5, 
a contradiction. Hence YE c n cg-l, so that c’g-l + C” E C. Thus, 
(agE , c) = (ag, c’) + (a, c”) = (a, c’g-’ + c”) < 0. 1 
The next lemma exploits symmetries implicit in a certain extremum 
problem. 
LEMMA 2. Let a < 0 and let e E K(t) for all t in T. Denote by H, = H,(e) 
the class of those mappings h of p into itself which maximize (ah, fJ subject 
to the constraint that ah < 0. Then H,G = H, . 
It suffices to show that ht is in H, for all h in H, and all t in T. By 
Lemma 1, ht, satisfies the constraint along with h whenever 0 < [ # 1, 
so that (ahtc , fe) < (ah, fJ. Comparing 
(ah& , fC) = C (ahx) f,X + C (ahtx) f,X 
etX#EeX etx4ex 
= .,xz,x (ahX)fA’ 4 5-l ,,gt-l, (ahu)fcu 
with 
(ah,fJ = 2 (ahX)f,X + C (ahU)fP, 
etX#deX etU=CeU 
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we obtain 
(3.2) 
But (2.1) implies that ht-l also satisfies the constraint. Hence, using (3.2), 
0 < (ah,.fJ - (alzt-l,.fJ 
= ,t-,;xe, WWfcU + c &“ ,,-l,F;1 ” (ahU)fcU e 
< ,t~,~~euW-J)J,~ - c (ah”)f3 
etu=eu (3.3) 
Now according to (3.1) the same argument applies with t-l in place of t. 
Therefore 
(akf,) - (aht,f,) < c WWfJ - 1 W3.W < 0, 
etu=eu et-‘U=e cl 
the last inequality following from (3.3). 1 
LEMMA 3. 
g&T = c cg* 
FG 
First we establish the identity 
C agX = 
UEG 
# WI, 4 
for all a in E and X in p. We have 
CagX= C aY C l= C aY C 1. 
wG yotx1 gX=Y YSlXl gx=x 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
Taking a to be the constant function, we find that 
substituting this value in (3.5), (3.4) follows. Now using (3.4) twice, 
we obtain for each X in p, 
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To complete the proof of Theorem 1, fix h in H, . From Lemma 2 it 
follows that (a, fJ < (ahg, f,) for each g in G. Applying Lemma 3, 
we obtain 
R, = {r: r E R, (r, c) # O}. 





We therefore have 
COROLLARY 1. Let a << 0 and let c E C. Then 
(4 I r 1-l r) < 0. 
E 
Let p,, denote the set of all minimal elements of p. Since pO is invariant 
under G, pO is a sum of orbits. We can therefore write p0 = C’ r, the 
symbol C’ denoting a sum over the orbits in p0 . For each c in C and 
each positive valued e in E, we therefore have 
(PO ,.LJ = xzow eX = C’ (r, c> = (po, c) = 1. (3.6) 
COROLLARY 2. Let e E K(t)for all t in T, and let 4 = max{(u, c): c E C}. 
Then for each c in C, (a, fc) < 5. 
The corollary is proved by applying Theorem 1 to a - SpO and 
using (3.6). 
The most direct generalization of Sperner’s lemma to p is reached by 
applying Corollary 2 to an antichain q in p, with e = e, . Letting C’ 
consist of one representative of each equivalence class in C modulo G, 
we have 
P= U Ur, 
ceC’ reRe 
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so that 
(4.T~lrl-1r) d C (4, C lrl-lr) GIC’I; 
CEC’ TCR, 
an immediate consequence is: 
COROLLARY 3. No antichain in p is larger than the union of the k most 
populous orbits, where k is the number of equivalence classes in C module G. 
(This result is essentially contained in [7].) 
4. SPECIALIZATION TO A POWER SET 
In sequel, we shall further assume that p is the power set of the finite 
set S. Let G* denote the symmetric group on S, and let T* denote the 
class of transpositions in G*. Then each t* in T* determines an auto- 
morphism t of p, defined by tX = {t*x: x E X} for all X in p. 
Similarly, G* defines a group G of automorphisms of p. It is clear 
that G is generated by T. If now Z,!J is any mapping of S into the positive 
real numbers, then the function e in E given by 
eX = JJ *x 
SEX 
belongs to K(t) for all t in T. Inasmuch as all maximal chains in p are 
congruent modulo G, f = f(e) takes the form 
(4.1) 
where g’i denotes the elementary symmetric polynomial of degree i in 
{#x: x ES}. 
The next theorem generalizes the results of [8]. 
THEOREM 2. For each positive valued function 4 on S, let f be defined 
by (4.1). Then for a in E, 
sup{(a, f)} = max{(a, c): c E C}, 
the supremum taken over all positive functions # on S. 
Choose c* in C such that (a, c) < (a, c*) for all c in C. Applying 
Theorem 1 to a - (a, c*)p,, , we obtain the inequality (a, f) < (a, c*) 
for all positive functions $ on S. On the other hand, if E > 0, it is easy to 
find such a $J such that for all X in p, (fX - c*X 1 < E. 1 
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A number of combinatorial inequalities are actually consequences 
of an identity obtained by specializing (3.4). Noting that cG = C for 
each c in C, taken a = c in (3.4). We thereby get 
THEOREM 3. 
/ C 1-l C c = C 1 r 1-l r. 
CCC PER 
(4.2) 
A probabilistic interpretation of this theorem is that the average 
maximal chain consists of one average set from each orbit. 
Now that p is a power set, the orbits of G coincide with the ranks 
ro, rl ,..., rid . It is quite clear that ri - ri , since (ri , c) = 1 = (rj , c) 
for all c in C. That everything orthogonal to C is a linear combination 
of the ri - r. is not quite so obvious. 
THEOREM 4. ((C))’ = ((rl - r. , r2 - r. ,..., rlsl - ro)), where we 
generically denote by ((F)) the space generated by the elements of F. 
From the preceding remark it is clear that the right-hand side is 
orthogonal to ((C)). Conversely, suppose that (a, c) = 0 for all c in C. 
First we shall show that a is constant on each rank, so that there exist 
real numbers x0, x1 ,..., xiSl with 
a = C Xiri . (4.3) 
It suffices to show that aU = aV provided that U and V are subsets of S 
such that 
1 U/ = / VI = 1 Un VI + 1, (4.4) 
inasmuch as whenever X and Y are equipollent subsets there will exist 
subsets Z, , Z, ,..., Z, with Z, = X, Z,,, = Y, and with Zi and Z,+l 
satisfying (4.4) for i = 1, 2 ,..., m - 1. Now let c’ be any maximal chain 
containing U n V, U, and U u V. Let C” be the maximal chain obtained 
by interchanging the roles of U and V in c’. Then, qua functions, 
c’ - c” = {U} - {V}, so that the orthogonality of a to c’ - c” implies 
that aU = aV. To complete the proof, form the inner product of (4.3) 
with any c in C; since (ri , c) = 1, it follows that C xi = 0, because a is 
orthogonal to C. Therefore (4.3) becomes a = C xi(ri - rO). a 
COROLLARY 4. Let q’ and q” be subsets of p. Then q’ - q” ifand only if 
the following three conditions hold: 
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1. There are exactly as many i with ri C q’ as there are with ri C 4”; 
2. there are exactly as many i with ri n q’ = M as there are with 
ri n q” = B ; and 
3. .@ = ri n q’ # ri implies ri n q’ = ri n 4”. 
COROLLARY 5. Let q be a subset of p, and let t denote the maximum 
of (q, c) as c ranges over C. Then 
C I ri 1-l (4, ri) < if. (4.5) 
with equality only tf q is a union of ranks. 
From the definition of [, it follows that q - Sr,, Q 0; applying 
Corollary 1, (4.5) results. If equality holds in (4.5), then Theorem 3 and the 
definition of 5 imply that (q, c) = t for every c in C. Hence, 
5-l 
q - g" ri ; 
applying Corollary 4, it follows that q is a union of ranks, since 
r. + r1 + .*. + rEel is. 1 
A direct consequence of Corollary 5 is the result of Erdiis [4]: Let q 
be a subset of p, and let .$ = max{(q, c): c E C}. Then 1 q 1 is at most 
,equal to the sum of the 5 largest coefficients in the expansion of (1 + x)lSI, 
the bound being reached only when q is a union of the .$ most populous 
ranks. 
5. APPLICATIONS 
If p is a power set, Corollary 1 can be cast in the form: if a Q b, then 
(a, C I ri 1-l ri) G (b, C I ri 1-l ri). 
An easy application to the theory of numbers yields the theorem: 
Let fi ,..., fk be a k-tuple of non-negative additive arithmetical functions, 
let x1 ,..., xlc be a k-tuple of real numbers, and let N be a squarefree integer. 
Then 
where the summation is over those factors n of N which simultaneously 
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satisfy the inequalities fi(n) < xi for i = I,..., k. Relation (5.1) also holds 
tf the summation is taken instead over those factors n of N which satisfy 
at least one of the inequalities&(n) < xi . 
Theorem 2 can be applied to the theory of probability to obtain the 
theorem: 
Let x, , x2 ,... be a sequence of independent random variables and let xi 
assume the values 1 and 0 with respective probabilities pi and 1 -pi . 
Let a, , a2 ,... be a sequence of real numbers such that Cpi = 00 and 
Cpi2 < 00, both sums taken over those i with a, # 0. Then for every 
E > 0 there exist 6 > 0 and K such that 1 F,(u) - Fk(v)[ < E for all k 3 K 
and all real u and v with / u - v 1 < 6, where Fk denotes the distribution 
function of the random variable Ci<k aixi . 
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